Snapshot of an On-Going Trade in Reptile Wholesaler, Kebumen, Central Java: Preparation, Trading, and Conservation Implications
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Abstract
Indonesia is known as one of the highest supplier on animal illegal trading, especially reptile. The objectives of this study are to reveal the preparation process of reptiles in the wholesaler and the flow of illegal trade through deep interview and observation in Kebumen Regency, Central Java, Indonesia. The results showed that wholesaler did some specific processes towards reptile. As much as 289 reptiles were observed to be traded in various conditions. Dry season affect the amount of animal sold. Chinese Ratsnake (Ptyas korros) and Reticulated Python (Malayopython reticulatis) became the most traded commodity within reptile trading, and is reported to be exported to other countries. Trafficking of adult reptiles could threaten their wild population, yet the level of exploration and monitoring toward reptile’s wild population are still low.
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INTRODUCTION
The high demand of accessories and products derived from reptiles correlates with the level of trafficking in the wild, which is on the same time, the evaluation of reptile’s population and distribution is difficult to conduct [1]. In this case, wholesaler plays a vital role by distributing the captured animals to poacher, trader, and exporter in regional and national level. On the other side, wholesaler can be an information resources in a local scale [2].

Indonesia, as one of the biggest country in illegal trading and exporting products derived from reptiles, receives an enormous economic benefits from trading activities [1]. On the other hand, Indonesia has been registered in CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) treaty which regulates the export of endangered and threatened species since 1979 [3]. Animal trade donates a major role in biodiversity loss [4]. Reptile becomes one of the most hunted and traded animals [5] for medicines [6], foods [7], pets to some Asian countries [8], and also crafts in local or Europe industry [9]. A snapshot study was applied to reveal and analyze the actual trading problems, as was done on the bird trade [10] and Pangolin [11]. The purpose of this research is to reveal the preparation process of reptiles in the wholesaler and the flow of illegal trade through deep interview and observation in Kebumen Regency, Central Java, Indonesia.

MATERIAL AND METHOD
Survey was conducted on October 7-10th 2015 in Kebumen Regency, Central Java. Observation was conducted in two stages. First, the flows of animal trade were observed according to the information from the local poacher in Wonosobo, Central Java. The trade flows were headed to the biggest wholesaler in Kebumen, and probably also the biggest wholesaler both in south and center of Central Java. Data of species, number, price, usage, and the customer of these reptiles were also collected during the survey. Deep and face to face interview were applied to reveal the transaction that were not obtained during survey. The interview’s topic including: transaction before and after sending the supply to wholesaler, the largest supply season, sources of supply, earnings, and the preparation of the reptile products. The supply numbers were also collected from informant’s narrative and receipt records.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Supplies composition and source
Supplies were recorded weekly from its surrounding area, especially Kebumen and Wonosobo (see table 1). Occasional supplies were recorded to be obtained from Banjarnegara, Purworejo, and Purwokerto.
Reticulated python and tokay were supplied regularly in alive condition. Reticulated python were supplied from Kebumen and Wonosobo, both bred or captured from the wild. Rainy season (November-April) becomes the peak of the supply arrival. During that period, hundreds or even thousands supplies of chinese ratsnake and tokay arrived, although unfortunately it could not confirmed whether the recorded data was the fixed number or not in every peak season. The other species were also increasing in number during the rainy season, such as freshwater turtle, softshell turtle, and other snakes. The transition between dry to rainy season is the best hunting time for chinese ratsnake, as it’s the best season for hunting [12].

As much as 289 reptiles were observed to be traded in various conditions (see table 2). Supplies were sorted according to species, and further treatment will differ according to the species. Most chinese ratsnake were slaughtered, gutted, washed, and stacked in a tin trays. Monitor lizards and tokays were drowned to death and then gutted (monitor lizard’s skin was also removed). The flesh was dried by two steps: oven-baking and sun-drying. The oven space was limited, so the fleshes would be kept in the refrigerator first. Monitor lizard flesh was not dried because most of it will be consumed as food or traditional medicine, which was not needed further treatment. Pythons were slaughtered and skinned. The skin was then sundried and ready to be sold as textile material, art or crafts. According to the Poacher, four reticulated python was sold for USD 2.35/individual due to their length (1.5 meters), while the wholesaler bought it for USD 0.75/individual as profit. The snakes should be cared for 2-3 years until it reaches a proper length to be skinned, and can be sold for USD 74.96. Reticulated phyton were also sold alive as pet for USD 2.35/individual. Wholesaler tend to focused on achieving the best price by seeing wider market range and offer the reptiles to hobbyist and pet enthusiast. In fact, the minimum price offered by trader was higher than the standard price set by the government (see table 2). It represents the increase of economic value due to the limited number of supply that can be obtained.

Wholesaler’s trading web

Wholesalers are one of the economic nodes that support the village-scale economy independently. They create various local and inter-district links worth thousands of dollars, ranging from the lowest hunters to bigger exporters (Figure 1). The available stock that is predicted to be sold out at 1 day worth approximately USD 433.79-584.8. In this case, wholesalers could collect at least USD 13014-17544 in a month, even more than that amount, considering the survey conducted in dry season, which is known to contribute a very minimum supply.

People involved in reptile’s trading form a cooperation network (see figure 1) and wholesalers play an important role in becoming the trade nodes. Wholesalers, who have a marketing and export license from BKSDA (Natural Resources Conservation Agency), will get a quota set by the government, so the trappers will collect reptiles according to their allocations. Generally, the trappers sell their captured animals directly to the wholesaler, or so called as dealer, who will distribute it to the leather craftsmen or to the registered exporters. But there are also situations where the trappers transact directly with the craftsmen or exporters [13]. Auliya [14] described that wholesalers usually have a role in preparing the initial products prior to export activities or further utilization. Basically, wholesalers have a strategic position as they can raise the price of reptile’s products significantly. Siregar [15] revealed that major wholesaler or even exporters always monitor the development of the world market, so they can inform to the minor collectors about the prevailing prices. Even so, the price range in each level of wholesaler is quite varied.

Siregar [15] described that the snake skin’s trading channel involves four parties: snake trappers, minor wholesalers, major wholesalers, and exporters. The differences in the wholesaler scale are affected by their different scale and collection system. Based on Auliya [14], one reptile’s wholesaler can have 20 trappers/hunters. However, Semiadi and Sidik [2] explained that people involved in reptile’s trading consist of trappers, regional wholesalers, agents, sub-agents, and retailers, both permanent and non-permanent.

The threatened species

The results of snapshot approach revealed two main species that are traded in large numbers: Chinese Ratsnake and Reticulated Python. Chinese ratsnake were accepted by the wholesaler if it length reaches 100 cm or more, although authors also found shorter snakes in the
trade. Female ratsnake considered as mature when its length reaches 130-140 cm [14], which means ratsnake poaching could reduce the regeneration rate of its population due to the capturing activities before it reaches sexual maturity. Chinese consumes ratsnake, therefore the demand of this species throughout the year is considered as high [16]. In this case, Indonesia becomes their highest supplier, with 30-60 tons of flesh a year, and also 50-100 thousand of snake bile [14], or about 332.085 snakes a year [17]. Kebumen’s wholesaler could receive up to 1.233 snake per year or 3-5 per week. Unfortunately, there’s no gender record before the snake was slaughtered. Every python was only measured by length (>210 cm, total length) in order to be skinned. This act threatens the wild population due to the wild harvesting [18].

Reticulated phyton is known to be traded on a large scale, either in our findings in Kebumen or other area in North Sumatra [7, 8] and Central Kalimantan [18]. Python also becomes one of the most exploited species of snake in Southeastern Asia. A rough estimation explains 340.000 phyton’s skins were exported to Europe every year, which originated mainly from Indonesia and Malaysia [9]. In addition to that problems, reticulated python population growth is hard to be monitored and maintained [1] and is threatened by long term poaching activity [1,19]. This particular estimation can be observed in the destruction of Cod fish (Gadus morhua) which is exploited due to its large population and considered to be sufficient to continually be exploited. The exploitation causes a domino effect which affects the economic and social aspects [20]. Further effect for drastic population reduction would affect the wholesaler more than the poacher itself [2]. Meanwhile, 19.640 wholesalers in Indonesia depends on the continuity of supplies, as it is the only job for them [21]. Beside that, a huge gap occurs between earning profit of wholesaler and international consumer level [9]. This means that high exploitation happened in rural area is not balanced by innovation or further processes, which could turn raw material into products to raise the supply quality.

Our research is expected to support the susceptibility of reptile’s wild population against poaching and trading. These fact is also worsen by the difficulties in monitoring the wild population status and land conversion [22]. In other side, the population number reduction isn’t balanced with the exploration of reptile benefits, especially as food and medicine [23] and genetic richness [22]. Authors suggest an addition in quota criteria which enacted in the official wholesaler and reptile’s trading institution that regulates quantity, total length, and gender of the captured-reptiles. Hopefully, this can help governments and researchers to collect information about the habitat conditions and population size [22]. In addition, the development of genetic conservation and database of tissue and blood samples were also required in the wholesaler level to conduct an efficient and systematic review and evaluation regarding the species status [24].

CONCLUSION

The processes that happened in the wholesaler level is differed by further needs of the reptiles, whether it utilizes as food, medicine, pet, or craft. Chinese ratsnake and reticulated python became contributed as the two biggest supply that traded and exported mainly to European and Asian countries. The high demand and high exploitation rates became the main things that threatened the wild population of animal and environmental balance.
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Table 1. Supply source in wholesaler. Comparison of reported mean regular or incidental supply based on interview and transaction receipts in October 2015 (some of data was come from July and August). Suppliers were categorized as regular if they give weekly supplies and incidental if they give unpredictable supplies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Type of supply</th>
<th>Regular</th>
<th>Incidental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kebumen</td>
<td>Snakes, tokay, monitor lizard, turtles (also softshell turtle)</td>
<td>80.61</td>
<td>99.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wonosobo</td>
<td>Snakes, tokay, monitor lizard, turtles (also softshell turtle)</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cilacap</td>
<td>Snakes and turtles</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banjarnegara</td>
<td>Tokay</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purworejo</td>
<td>Tokay and snakes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purwokerto</td>
<td>Geckos, snakes, and turtles</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Total of reported supply at on-going trade (USD1=IDR13320; August 7th, 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English name</th>
<th>Stock/condition</th>
<th>Lowest-highest price in USD/ sale unit</th>
<th>Standard price*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>King Korros Ptyas carinata</td>
<td>4/life</td>
<td>1.69-5.62/ind</td>
<td>1.65/ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javan Spitting Cobra Naja sputatrix</td>
<td>34/life</td>
<td>1.5-2.25/ind</td>
<td>1.28/ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Tailed Racer Gonyosoma oxyceharata</td>
<td>1/life</td>
<td>1.12-1.87/ind</td>
<td>1.65/ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper-head Trinket Snake Coelognathus radiatus</td>
<td>1/life</td>
<td>7.5-9.37/ind</td>
<td>1.65/ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Rat Snake Ptyas mucossa</td>
<td>3/life</td>
<td>1.12-1.5/ind</td>
<td>1.65/ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold-ringed cat snake Boiga dendrophila</td>
<td>1/life</td>
<td>1.87-3/ind</td>
<td>1.65/ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reticulated python Malayopthon reticulatus</td>
<td>2/Peel;23/life</td>
<td>1.12-1.887/kg ;74,96/Peel; 2.25-2.62/ind</td>
<td>2.03/ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian water monitor Varanus salvator</td>
<td>2/dried-flesh;1/life</td>
<td>1.12-1.87/kg ; 3.75-6/ind</td>
<td>1.28/ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese ratsnake Ptyas korros</td>
<td>200/dried-flesh; 8/freezed</td>
<td>0.6-0.9/kg</td>
<td>1.65/ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malayan softshell turtle Dogania subplana</td>
<td>4/life</td>
<td>7.5-14.99/ind (depend on size)</td>
<td>1.5/ind</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on Government Law No. 86 MENLHK, 2016 about plant and animal price standards in national and foreign market [25]
Figure 1. Schematic of reptile supply chains operating in wholesaler
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